
From: Anderson, Lisa A. <laanderson@cob.org> 

Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 1:28 PM

To: Simon, Flo J. <fsimon@cob.org>

Subject: Re: concern about BOP posting

 

Hi Chief Flo,

 

Thank you. I am sure you are aware they have another call out to 'defend' on 
Friday. I just talked to Cory again (it is important to me)... big sigh... but he said 
he would. He was hesitant because as a husband of a councilwomen...he is just 
concerned to put me on target. He agreed it is the only way to build the 
evidence and hold people accountable.

 

He asked what does he need to do? I was not sure because I don't think we can 
walk into the station right now - doors chained. would it be a call to the non-
emergency line to ask for someone to take a report - Living close to Samish... 
we have only called 911 due to something in progress. 

 

Just to share part of a communication I shared with a couple of officers in an e-
mail last night (I got a thank you for the Girl Scout Cookies). To add to my 
communication with community members- referenced below, I am preparing an 
e-mail to this group to let them know about tomorrow's BOP action and ask for 
them to be careful. If anything does happen, I want the truth to be out there 
before false propaganda. I am using my personal capital to expose what these 
people are doing... and get some community peer pressure on those who are 
enabling these detrimental actions.  I have asked my group to share with 
friends... to get this out there. I have people contacting be to be part of my 
notices whom I have never met. I do look them up to make sure they are 'stable' 
community members. All I would view as progressive community minded 
people... who are concern about what is going on. 

 

"..... I have started a neighborhood information campaign around BOPmutual 
aid.. a.k.a the collective's protest which really is about defunding police and not 
about helping the homeless. Our homeless are just props for their political 
movement. 

 

I have reached out to several neighborhood leaders (chatty folks) and informed 
them about what is actually going on and why. So far, in the last 24 hours I have 
over 20 replies to a BCC e-mail chain responding back very concerned... 
wanting to know what to do.... and adamantly supporting our officers. Some 
thought the protesters were concerned college students doing good. They were 
shocked to learn the truth. I supplied screen shots of some of the social media 
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posts to really hit home.  I am working on a few who have connections to those 
"helpful" food organizers and donors... to try to choke off local financial and 
food support.   Not that I want our homeless to be cold or hungry... but there are 
safer options for them and our community. I am encouraging support for well-
established social support agencies.  I feel if the party dries up, some will leave 
the 'protest' and without homeless to prop them up... they are just thugs.  I think 
we have someone who will be writing an article to expose what many of us feel 
are domestic terrorist.  (new note.. "we" got the writer and my close friend is 
helping him with research... should go in to NW citizen) 

 

Anyway.... we need to make sure our community sees what is happening. I was 
proud to stand with Seth's neighbors last Saturday when the BOP came to 
vandalize and say not here. Eric... when I related how one of the punks hit Cory 
in the head with a pole as he just stood there or that the bullies were pushing 
around seniors and women.. good gosh... folks get alarmed and open their 
eyes.  

 

I hope we can create some pressure to say not here... we won't take this in our 
community. "

 

 

Lisa A. Anderson

Bellingham City Councilor- Ward 5 

laanderson@cob.org

 

Per state law RCW 42.56, my incoming and outgoing email messages are public 
records and are therefore subject to public disclosure requirements
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